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Research on high-dimensional
clustering algorithm based on

information entropy change trend
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Abstract. The rapid development of computers and network technology has caused the

explosive growth of scale and dimension of data in the Internet. How to cluster, analysis and mine

massive high-dimensional data automatically is a research hotspot in the area of information re-

trieval and data mining. In order to meet the need for high-dimensional data clustering algorithm

at present preset parameters, the computational complexity is high, according to the information

retrieval system in data distribution characteristics of proposed high-dimensional clustering algo-

rithm based on edge distribution entropy and the change trend. The algorithm �rstly, the samples

are mapped to each dimension, according to the principle of edge di�erential entropy decrease

monotonically separate hierarchical clustering, and then use the single dimensional clustering re-

sults to maximize the edge of di�erential entropy and the principle of sample data are divided

according to the, to get the �nal clustering result.

Key words. Clustering algorithm, high dimension, information entropy, scale out, query

suggestion, relevancy evaluation.

1. Introduction

With the development of computer and Internet technologies, the amount of
social information has taken on an explosive growth tendency so information that
users can obtain is dramatically increasing. In order to better screen, store, index,
retrieve and assess the massive data, the information retrieval system came into
being [1]. Clustering analysis and application of massive high dimensional data is a
challenge in the present �eld of data mining. Researches on theories and methods
suitable for high-dimensional clustering are of great signi�cance to improvement of
data mining theories and extension of clustering application [2].
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2. Clustering algorithm model based on changing tendency of
information entropy

2.1. Relative de�nitions

The attribute set A = {A_1, A2, · · · , Ad} is composed of d continuous real num-
ber �elds and S is a d-dimensional hyperspace S = A_1×A2× · · · ×Ad. The input
is a d-dimensional data point set V = {v1, v2, · · · , vn}, vj = 〈vj1, vj2, · · · , vjd〉,
where the ith component ui is the value of Ai in S. The component values of dif-
ferent data points in each dimension can be the same. Suppose that ui are di�erent
values of vi1, vi2, · · · , viui

in the ith dimension, respectively. The lengths between
values are, respectively, li1, li2, · · · , liui

, where lix = vi(x+1) − vix. The number of
data points vi1, vi2, · · · , viui

is ki1, ki2, · · · , kiui
. When j = ui, it can be considered

that li(j+1) =∞, where

u1∑
x1=1

k1x1 = · · · =
ui∑

xi=1

kixi = · · · =
ud∑

xd=1

kdxd
= n . (1)

When applying the single dimensional clustering algorithm to the data, each
point will move in the positive or negative direction of the coordinate axis. We use
sij to indicate the moving direction of vij : 1 for positive direction and �1 for negative
direction. Symbol Hi indicates the edge di�erential entropy of the data in the ith
dimension and Hi[vij , vi(j+1)] indicates the edge di�erential entropy calculated within

the interval
[
vij , vi(j+1)

]
in the ith dimension.

2.2. Clustering algorithm

The clustering algorithm based on changing tendency of information entropy can
be divided into three steps.

Step 1: Map the data sample to each dimension and sort the data in each dimen-
sion.

Step 2: Move the data points according to Theorem 1 in each dimension. When
two points meet, merge them and recalculate k (the k value of the new point is
the sum of the k values of the merged points), l and Hi and re-determine the
moving direction s of each data point. Move in this way until only one point
is left in each dimension. Thus we can obtain d-hierarchical cluster trees CT =
{CT1, CT2, · · · , CTd}, as shown in Fig. 1.

In CT i, the data point V = {v1, v2, · · · , vd} is only located in the leaf node and
the clustering node Ci = {ciLayeryNoZ |y ∈ [1, n] , z ∈ [1, n]} is only located in the
non-leaf node. All clustering nodes in the path from the root to each leaf node are
the category of this leaf node. The leaf nodes with the same ancestor belong to the
category indicated by this ancestor [3].

Each hierarchy of the hierarchical cluster tree indicates the merging process of
one clustering. Only two clusters are merged in each clustering, so for each hierarchy
except the bottom hierarchy, only one clustering node has two child nodes. Other
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Fig. 1. Single dimensional hierarchical cluster tree

clusters with only one cluster merely change their positions rather than be merged
with other clustering points during this clustering process [4].

Step 3: Each time, re-partition of the already-made data clustering results by
choosing one from the d hierarchical cluster trees to maximize the increment of the
sum of edge entropies. Each hierarchy of the hierarchical cluster tree indicates the
partition method of a data sample. Partition is de�ned as follows.

Suppose the data sample has a partition pi1 = {ci11, ci12, · · · , ci1m} in the i1th
dimension and has another partition pi2 = {ci21, ci22, · · · , ci2n} in the i2th dimen-
sion, where i1 6= i2. De�ne pi1i2 = pi1 × pi2 as the result by re-partitioning the pi1
partition result with pi2 . The calculation method is as follows:

pi1i2 = pi1 × pi2 =

=
{
cz

∣∣∣cz = cx
⋂
cy, x ∈ [1, i1m] , y ∈ [1, i2n] , z ∈ [1, i1m× i2n]

}
. (2)

2.3. Time complexity and space complexity of the algorithm

The algorithm complexity can usually be classi�ed into time complexity and
space complexity. Time complexity can be expressed as CPU cost and I/O cost
while space complexity can be expressed as memory cost [5]

First we will analyze CPU cost. This algorithm can be divided into three steps:
initialization, single dimensional clustering and overall partition. The complexity of
each step is shown in Table 1.

Secondly we will analyze I/O cost. The process of initialization requires reading-
in of all data of the data points and then, respectively, writing-into d �les indicating
data of di�erent dimensions. The cost of this process is 2nd. The process of single
dimensional clustering requires reading-in of single dimensional data and writing the
merged result into the result �le after each merging. This cost is n, so the general
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I/O cost of d dimensional merging is nd [6]. Each partition requires reading-in of a
clustering result so a maximum of c − 1 clustering results are needed to produce c
clusters. This cost is c− 1. The I/O cost of the export is 1. Therefore, the general
I/O cost of this algorithm is3nd+ c.

Table 1. Algorithm complexity

Step Operating complexity Description

Data partition nd+ dn logn Partition the data points to the
single dimensional data and
sort them in ascending order.

Single di-
mensional
clustering

dn(n+ 1) Cluster in each dimension until
one point is obtained.

Data set parti-
tion

c(n logn+ n) Partition the data set to obtain
c clusters.

General com-
plexity

dn2 + (d+ c)n logn+2nd+ cn General computational com-
plexity of the algorithm.

The memory occupied by the algorithm or �space complexity� is also one of
the important performance indexes. When moving the single dimensional data, we
should load data of a certain dimension of all data points into the memory and then
move them until one merged point is obtained, so the memory cost is O(n). When
merging data points, we should keep on inquiring serial numbers of data points in a
certain interval in a certain dimension (if after sorting the d-dimensional data of the
data points in ascending order, we merge the points in the [x1, x2] interval with the
points in the [x3, x4] interval, then during the partition process, we need to inquire
which points are included in [x1, x2] and which points are included in [x3, x4] in
order to obtain the intersection with the current data set.). This requires loading
the values and serial numbers of all points in all dimensions in ascending order into
the memory for inquiries. However, we needn't operate these data so we can load
them into several servers according to interval and dimension and start the inquiry
service program for the partition program to inquire. Therefore, theoretically, it can
meet the data set with in�nite n and d. So, the limitation of this algorithm on the
memory exists in the merging stage. The required memory or space complexity is
O(n).

3. Experiment design & result analysis

3.1. Experiment assessment indexes

This study tests e�ciency and accuracy of this algorithm with random and public
data:

1. E�ciency: Test relations between operating time, data quantity, dimension
and cluster quantity:
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2. Accuracy: Test discrepancy between the clustering result derived from this
algorithm and the standard result and compare it with other algorithms.

3.2. Generation method of synthetic data

The methods for randomly generating data sets in this experiment include uni-
form distribution and normal distribution. Parameters in the generation program
for uniform distribution data sets can be seen in Table 2, which includes coor-
dinates 〈ci1, · · · , cid〉 of k d-dimensional core points core1, core2, . . . , corek, corei,
data point quantity nk produced by corei and generation radii < ri1, ri2, · · · , rid >
of corei. The method of generating data points: choose the core points in sequence
to produce data points of the designated quantity. The coordinate of a certain data
point in a certain dimension j equals to the coordinate cij of corei plus a value ran-
domly and uniformly produced from [−rij , · · · , rij ]. Thus the data point produced
by each core point is located within a hyper-rectangle cube with the core point as
the center.

The generation program for normal distribution data sets is to randomly produce
data samples in each dimension according to normal distribution. The number of
parameters needed is the same as the number of parameters needed in the generation
program for uniform distribution data sets, but cij indicates the average µij of the
ith normal distribution in the jth dimension, rij indicates the standard deviation
σij and ni indicates the data point quantity of the ith normal distribution.

Table 2. Generation parameter of data samples

Coordinate Radius Quantity

core1 〈c11, · · · , c1d〉 〈r11, · · · , r1d〉 n1

core2 〈c21, · · · , c21d〉 〈r21, · · · , r2d〉 n2

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
corek 〈ck1, · · · , ck1d〉 〈rk1, · · · , rkd〉 nk

3.3. Experiment result and analysis of synthetic data

3.3.1. Test generation of data set. In order to test the performance of this
algorithm, this research has tested the performance and quality of this algorithm
with the randomly generated data samples derived with the generation method of
synthetic data sets. The performance test includes relations between running time,
data points, dimension quantity and cluster quantity. Each experiment will record
total running time of clustering, reading/writing time of the hardware I/O and
reading/writing & computing time of the program in the memory. Accuracy test
includes clustering quality assessment of this algorithm and comparison of clustering
quality with other clustering algorithms [7].

The following is the performance result derived from synthetic data. The testing
machine used is Pentium 4CPU 2.66GHz with memory of 1.49GB.

Figure 2 displays the running time for data points to increase from 1000 to 100000.
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The data sample is composed of 10 dimensions, including 10 clustering centers. The
algorithm presets the cluster quantity to be 128. It can be seen that the curves
for total running time and computing time in the memory have shown quadratic
characters while the reading/writing time of the hardware I/O are linearly related
to data point quantity. All conform to the description of algorithm complexity.

Fig. 2. Relationship between data point quantity and running time

Figure 3 displays the running time for data dimension to increase from 10 to 100.
The data sample is composed of 10000 data points, including 10 clustering centers.
The algorithm presets the cluster quantity to be 128. It can be seen that the total
running time, the computing time in the memory and the reading/writing time of
the hardware I/O are all linearly related to dimension quantity. All conform to the
description of algorithm complexity.

3.3.2. Cluster quantity. Figure 4 displays the running time for cluster quantity
to increase from 2 to 1000. The data space is composed of 10000 data points, includ-
ing 10 dimensions. It can be seen that the total running time and the computing
time in the memory have shown quadratic characters while the reading/writing time
of the hardware I/O remains basically unchanged. All conform to the description of
algorithm complexity.

3.3.3. Accuracy. In order to test clustering quality, this research adopts the
Davies�Bouldin index method as the parameter for internal assessment. The external
assessment will adopt the Rand measure (William M.Rand 1971) method and at the
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Fig. 3. Relationship between dimension and running time

Fig. 4. Relationship between cluster quantity and running time
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same time test the two clustering quality parameters from algorithms of CLIQUE[70]
and DBSCAN[57] as a horizontal comparison.

This research mainly focuses on overall accuracy and stability of the algorithm.
The formula for calculating Rand Index is

R =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
, (3)

where TP refers to the quantity of pairs which are in one category in theX clustering
method and also in one category in the Y clustering method, TN refers to the
quantity of pairs which are not in one category in the X clustering method and
not in one category in the Y clustering method, FP refers to the quantity of pairs
which are in one category in the X clustering method but not in one category in
the Y clustering method, and FN refers to the quantity of pairs which are not in
one category in the X clustering method but in one category in the Y clustering
method.

The value range of Rand Index is [0,1]. The closer it is to 1, the better is the
clustering quality.

This research tests accuracy and stability of DBSCAN, CLIQUE and this al-
gorithm with the same synthetic data. DBSCAN represents the method based on
density and CLIQUE represents the high dimensional subspace clustering method.
Use randomly chosen radii, core points and data point quantity to produce 8 data
sample generation program and then use these programs. Each program can ran-
domly produce 100 samples whereas range of core point quantity is [2, 32], range of
dimension quantity is [1, 20] and range of core point coordinate is [-500, 500]. The
value range of radius is two times the range of core point coordinate divided by core
point quantity. The value range of the data sample quantity is [50, 5000]. CLUQUE
& DBSCAN clustering algorithm requires presetting of parameters. For every 100
data samples, this experiment will use optimal parameters derived from previous
experiments of the same dimension and the same data sample quantity.

Cluster each sample with the above three clustering methods and calculate Rand
Index of each clustering result. Average the experiment results produced by 100
samples using the same program. Figure 5 is the RandIndex histogram of the results
of each clustering algorithm.

In perspective of average and variance, we can see that this method is not only
superior to CLIQUE and DBSCANmethods in average accuracy but also remarkably
enhances stability. The signi�cant di�erence results derived by testing this algorithm
and the other two algorithms with F-test are 0.009542 and 0.001241. This shows
that there is a signi�cant di�erence in RandIndex variance between this algorithm
and CLIQUE or DBSCAN algorithm, that is, stability of this algorithm is superior
to that of CLUQUE or DBSCAN algorithm.

According to the display of Rand Index, this method is more stable and accurate
in performance while DBSCAN or CLIQUE methods will cause big �uctuations
due to poor matching of its preset parameters with the data. This is caused by
limitation of the method itself. This is because other algorithms require presetting
of some thresholds but the optimal thresholds are usually hard to be set for a new
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Fig. 5. Rand index of each clustering algorithm

data sample. Sometimes DBSCAN presents very low accuracy especially in handling
high dimensional data. Sometimes this algorithm also has lowered accuracy for the
clusters of these data samples cannot be divided by the axial hyperplane.

This research adopts the publicly downloaded data sets for specially testing clus-
tering algorithms provided by School of Computing, University of Eastern Finland
[1]. The data set is Aggregation, including 788 data points and 7 pre-labeled clusters.

Table 3 displays parameters corresponding to cluster quantity. It can be seen that
when cluster quantity is 12 or 16, the sum of single dimensional entropy tends to be
stable; when cluster quantity is 12, RandIndex reaches its optimal value 0.897855.
So a good clustering result is achieved.

Table 3. Experimental results of actual data

Cluster Number Sum of entropy DB index Rand index Wk Index

2 0.114169 1.282283 0.250901 3109.942

3 0.26294 4.400401 0.303001 3012.798

4 1.580926 3.78385 0.719845 2364.641

5 1.625217 3.177317 0.720025 2334.227

9 1.731556 2.75222 0.727604 2241.779

12 3.387532 2.528866 0.897855 1217.795

16 3.763777 1.844235 0.890344 898.7305

20 4.001007 1.497016 0.887028 767.9188

23 3.964119 1.417218 0.880108 753.0749

29 4.046071 1.48137 0.865389 712.2116

35 4.3863 1.727795 0.840908 664.814
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3.4. Summary of algorithm

Through the above analyses, we can see the following advantages of this algo-
rithm:

1. Stable. The results of many clustering algorithms such as K-MEANS and
DBSCAN have a lot to do with preset parameters. Some algorithms, BIRCH for
example, are sensitive to input sequences of data. But in this algorithm, the output
for a de�nite input is also de�nite. Moreover, there is no need to set parameters so
it requires no knowledge from any particular �elds. This is of great signi�cance to
applications in di�erent �elds.

2. Parallel process in a distributed way. The data can be split into single dimen-
sional data for clustering separately, so the single dimensional data can be sent to
distributed servers for parallel process.

3. It has overcome the problem of intervals between data points of high dimen-
sional data tending to be equal. This algorithm does not adopt intervals to calculate
similarities between data points so it can overcome this problem.

4. Discussion

High dimensional data clustering is a very complicate problems so there are still
many areas to be further studied and perfected. Though the method proposed in
this paper has made some improvements in computational complexity and stability,
the long-time study �nds that the essence of this study is to divide the data set
with a plane parallel to the coordinate axis of the hyperspace. For data sets that
cannot be divided by a plane parallel to the coordinate axis, this method cannot
achieve good results. This research proposes to �rst reduce dimensionality with the
principal component analysis (PCA) and then employ this method for clustering.

5. Conclusion

Taking reduction of algorithm complexity and dependence on preset parame-
ters as the target, this research proposes a clustering algorithm based on changing
tendency of the sum of edge di�erential entropy according to basic principles of
information theory. It �rst performs separate hierarchical clustering to the data
sample mapped to each dimension in the principle of monotone decrease of infor-
mation distribution entropy and then obtains the �nal results by partitioning the
single dimensional clustering results in the principle of maximizing the sum of single
dimensional information entropy. The research veri�es this algorithm with synthetic
data and actual data.

The study shows that this algorithm, by adopting the method of �rst performing
clustering in a single dimension and then repartitioning the data samples with the
single dimensional clustering results in the whole data space, can remarkably en-
hance its computational e�ciency compared with other existing algorithms such as
CLIQUE ad DBSCAN. In additional, both experimental results derived from syn-
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thetic data and actual data samples show that this method is not only superior to
other existing algorithms in accuracy but also has remarkably increased its stability.
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